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Abstract 
An important problem in the management of  scanned 
handwritten document image collections, is their indexing 
or retrieval  based  on word queries.  This paper presents a 
method  for fast localization  of  query  words in handwrit- 
ten images by an adaptation of the principle  of geometric 
hashing. Specifically,  a method  of  location hashing is pre- 
sented  that uses consecutive features along curves to pro- 
duce small-sized image hash tables that also enable fast in- 
dexing.  Handwriting variations are handled by assembling 
groups of  word segments separated  by inter-letter spacing, 
which is automatically estimated from sample pages writ- 
ten by an author.  Results are presented  that indicate  the 
reduction in search as well as precision and recall possible 
with location hashing of handwritten words. 
1  Introduction 
A major concern  in  digital libraries is  the preserva- 
tion  and electronic conversion of  historical  paper docu- 
ments.  Often, these documents are handwritten and in 
calligraphic styles,  as in church records  used  in geneal- 
ogy studies. An important aspect of  the use of electronic 
versions of  such documents, is their access based on word 
queries. An ability to retrieve handwritten documents can 
also be useful in the management of more modern hand- 
written documents such as notes (Post It, or annotation 
marks, etc.)  in office environments.  While an OCR algo- 
rithm can be used to extract text keywords for index cre- 
ation of  scanned printed text documents, such a process is 
not yet an option for handwritten documents, due to lack 
of robust handwriting recognition algorithms.  An alterna- 
tive in such situations is to avoid index creation altogether, 
by storing some feature-abstracted form of  the bitmaps, 
and directly  “indexing” the contents of  such representa- 
tions using the handwritten word query pattern.  Even so, 
handwritten word indexing is  a considerably more diffi- 
cult problem  than printed  text indexing due to at least 
two reasons. First, the same query word could be written 
differently at different locations in a document even when 
the  document is written by  a single  author.  In  cursive 
script, this often means that a word is written as a collec- 
tion of word segments separated by intra-word separations 
that are characteristic of  the author. Further, the different 
instances could exhibit different amounts of  global skew, 
since lines of  handwritten text are often not parallel as 
in printed text. Secondly, a detailed examination of  each 
word location for potential matches to a query word be- 
comes computationally expensive preventing fast retrieval 
of  such documents. 
In this paper, we present an approach to the indexing of 
handwriting documents that addresses some of  the above 
Figure  1:  Illustration  of  query  localization  using  curve 
groups.  (a) A handwritten page.  (b) a query word.  (c) 
Query projected at locations corresponding to the top 3 
peaks of the histogram using pose parameters derived from 
the matching hashed basis points. 
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Figure 2: IIIustration of handwritten line oftext and word 
detection.  (a) A handwritten page.  (b) Detected lines of 
text.  Words on a line are rendered with identical thick- 
ness.  (c)  Bounding boxes of word segments contributing 
to intra-word separation peak. 
Figure 4: Histogram of inter and intra-word separation. 
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table hashing.  The approach &o  tolerates change in wor 
ations made by a single author. 
ing is illustrated in Figure 1.  Figure la ihows a sampl# 
document in which a word "database" occurs twice. Note 
are shown overlayed  (after pose solution) on the 
for indexing is shown in Figure lb. Thetop"three matche 
image, to indicate query localization. 
that the inter-letter spacing between letters of  the word i 
not uniform in the two instances. The query pattern use d  -\ 
The rest of the paper describes how such word  %-as I\  Qs  & a 
tion can be achieved.  In section 2, we  review the metho 
of  geometric hashing as it is central to our paper. In 
to has locations in images.  Next, handwriting 
are handled in Section 4  by  extracting curve  _- 
tion  3,  we  describe the extension  of  geometric hashin 
resenting word segments separated by intra-word separa- 
tion. Location hashing using curve groups is discussed i 
Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we  present some result 
indicating the improvement in word search and retrieva 
performance using location hashing. 
ds  I 
2  Geometric Hashing  1-  -7,- 
The  geometric hashing technique was introduced for th 
model indexin  problem in object recognition by Lamda 
and Wolfson[6f  In the model indexing problem, the goa 
is to recognize  the object depicted in an isolated regio 
in the image without a systematic search of  a library of 
model objects.  One approach to addressing this prob- 
lem would be to represent all the objects in the library in 
terms of  some features (say point features). Recognition 
would involve determining sufficient number of  matching 
features between each model and the given  region.  Us- 
ing this method, all models would have to be explored to 
some extent or the other.  Geometric hashing is a way of 
avoiding  this search by  recording the combined informa- 
tion about all the models in a hash table, thus trading 
off  time for space.  The recognition of  the object in the 
isolated image region can be interpreted as the process of 
indexing this hash table to identify only the relevant po- 
tential models.  Specifically, in geometric hashing, trans- 
formation invariant coordinate  frames are  formed based on 
a minimal number of  features, and all other features are 
represented in this frame. In particular, the affine coordi- 
nate frame has been popular. It is well-known that given 
three non-collinear points on a 2d object, an object-based 
coordinate frame can be set up that is transformation in- 
variant [5].  That is, given three non-collinear basis points 
0,  PI,  P2,  we  can represent the coordinate of  any other 
point P on the object by 
d 
where    CY,^)  are called the affine coordinates.  It can 
be easily shown that these affine coordinates are invariant 
Figure 5: Illustration of query localization using geometric 
hashing: Curves in a sample image of a handwritten page. 
Corner features on the curves are shown in circles. 
Figure 6:  Illustration of  query localization using geomet- 
ric hashing: A query pattern consisting of  a single curve. 
Corner features used for indexing are shown in circles. 
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transformation (A,  T)  (where A is a 2 x 2 linear transfor- 
dinates of  transformed point of P given by P' =  AP  +  T 
O'P' = ffo'P; +po'P;  (2) 
20 
18 
mation matrix and T is the translation) the coordinates of  16 
the new frame can be written as O',  Pi, Pi, and the coor-  14 
12 
as  10 
'6 
4 
2 
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Hence one way of recognizing a given region as contain- 
ing a specified object is to verify that enough number of 
points have  the same affine coordinates with respect to 
some basis points.  In practice, to handle occlusions and 
noise, the affine coordinates of  all model features with re- 
spect to all possible basis may have to be computed. For- 
tunately, this can be pre-computed and stored in a hash 
table to be indexed bv  the affine coordinates.  The hash 
0  500  1000 1500 2000 2500  3000 3500 
Basis pts 
Figure 7:  Histogram of hits for basis points in the location 
hash table. 
table H is such that an entry indexed by the affine coor- 
dinates  of  linear equations 
reflects all the model basis points which  ive  rise  to 
affine coordinates in the range (ai,,&)  and Ta2,pZ) for 
some model object. 
Using the geometric hash table, the recognition of  the 
object in  the isolated regions proceeds as follows.  The 
affine coordinates of  all features in the isolated region are 
computed with respect to a candidate basis point set. If 
this basis point set matches a corresponding one on any 
of  the models in the library, then this match will be found 
by indexing the hash table with the computed affine co- 
ordinates and recording those models  bases  that occur 
most  repetitively.  Thus rather than an explicit  search 
for matching features, hashing does an implicit search for 
matching basis by  pre-computing the necessary informa- 
tion.  It is also apparent that by  indexing into the hash 
table through such transformation invariant coordinates, 
the candidate relevant models (as  represented by their ba- 
sis triples) are  automatically identified without performing 
a linear search of  the model database. 
Some subtleties of the hashing scheme have to be exam- 
ined before we determine its suitability for image indexing. 
First, we  observe that geometric hashing scheme admits 
several type of features besides points. Also, the choice of 
basis features, and the manner of  affine coordinate com- 
putation with respect to a basis set can be different in 
different  instances of  the hashing scheme.  But it  does 
require that the same choices be used  during hash table 
construction and during indexing.  Thus if  curve hash- 
ing is used for database creation, the recognition should 
also be done using curve as the basis feature.  Secondly, 
hashing only points to a likely  candidate, so that for re- 
liable recognition,  verification of  the indexed  object  at 
the isolated  region must be done.  Since the matching 
basis points  provide 6 equations to solve for  the 6  un- 
known transformation parameters of  the affine transform 
(A,T)  = (  )  + ( 2  ),  they can be solved as a set 
U  0  0  10  OX 
4, p2,  0  1 
where  (Ox,o,) = O,(P1x,P1y) = pi,(pz~,p2y)  = 
respectively. 
2.1  Complexity of hashing 
The complexity of  hashing can-be analyzed as a com- 
bination of  space and time complexity of  hash table con- 
struction and the complexity of indexing. If point features 
are used, the number of possible basis triples is O(c,  Nf) 
where Ni is the total number of point features on a model 
object  i.  The number of  affine coordinates computed is 
O(c,  Nf)  which is also the number of  entries in the hash 
table and the time taken to create such a table. The time 
taken during indexing is the number of  basis triples tried 
until a triple with sufficient number of hits is encountered. 
If  the isolated regions does not depict any of  the models 
in  the library, then in the worst case, the time taken is 
O(v4)  where M  is the number of features in the isolated 
region. 
3  Location Hashing 
We now discuss the extension of geometric hashing for 
purposes of location hashing. That is, the goal is to use the 
hashing technique to result in a localization of  an area in 
the image corresponding to the handwritten word query. 
The hashing technique in its original form, cannot be used 
for location indexing for two reasons. First, if the hash ta- 
ble were constructed in an entirely analogous manner by 
considering all possible basis triples, this would be compu- 
tationally prohibitive.  Using the above complexity anal- 
ysis, the size of  the hash table reflected a grouped set of 
features all belonging to a single object.  When features 
from a grouped region were used for hashing, the size of 
the hash table would be O(P  * N4)  where P is the num- 
ber of  images and N is the number of features per image. 
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(corners, for example), so that even  with  one image in 
the database, the size of  the hash table can grow to be 
O(N4)  10l2, an impossible size for a hash table.  Sec- 
ondly, if the affine coordinates of all features are computed 
with respect to all basis triples, the highest number of hits 
may be for a basis that comes from any arbitrary triple 
of features distributed across the image. Thus hashing for 
the largest number of  hits need not correspond to a single 
image location.  Both these problems can be alleviated if 
feature grouping is done prior to creating the hash table. 
Ideally, if  all the single object-containing regions in the 
images could be put in separate groups, then a database 
could be created for the isolated regions and this reduces 
it to a model indexing problem. Geometric hashing in its 
original form could then be used.  Achieving reliability in 
grouping, however, has been found to be difficult even for 
a single object [4,  1, 71,  let alone for all objects occurring 
:  in scenes.  Also current grouping schemes give consider- 
,  ably more number of  groups than the number of  objects 
~  ,  in an image, to avoid false negatives.  This would  again 
;  cause an increase in the size of  the hash table. 
Our approach to object  localization  using  geometric 
hashing takes an intermediate course in building the hash 
table that is in between  the version  with fully  grouped 
features, and the version with no grouping that considers 
all possible basis triples.  Specifically, we choose a curvc as 
a basic unit of  grouping, and consecutive features along a 
curve as a basic unit for forming basis points.  Curves are 
used based on the rationale that although not all curves 
come from single words,  especially  in the presence of  oc- 
clusions and noise, features generated from within a curve 
are more likely to point  to a single image location than 
an arbitrary triple of features chosen randomly across the 
,  image.  Using  curves as basic localization  units has the 
additional advantage that curve ordering can now be im- 
posed to reduce the number of basis points. In particular, 
recording affine coordinates with  respect  to consecutive 
triples of  basis feature points on a curve, not only reduces 
the size of  the hash table from O(N4)  in traditional hash- 
ing to O(N2)  (and hence the cost of indexing from O(N3) 
to O(N2)),  but also increases the precision of localization. 
Location hashing with curves, therefore, involves the 
following steps. During hash table construction, affine co- 
ordinates of all points along a curve are computed with re- 
spect to consecutive basis points derived from the curve. 
This is reneated for all curves in all imaaes.  For  local- 
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~i~~~~  8:  Illustration of query localization  using geometric 
to the top 3 peaks of the histogram using pose parameters 
derived  from the matching hashed  basis  points. ~h~ last 
pose (inverted  is not verified  by the system and hence 
detected as a false positive. 
ization during indexing,  affine coordinates are similarly 
a query curve, and used to index the hash '"le. 
the peaks in the histogram of hits of basis points indicated 
candidate models earlier for geometric hashing, such peaks 
actually point  to candidate  locations in relevant  images 
during  location hashino.  The basis points correspondinff 
hashing.  (a) Query projected at locations corresponding  computed  with  respect to consecutive basis points along 
to thepeaks can be usid to derive thk pose information ai 
before.  Unlike consecutive points along a curve, consec- 
utive basis features are further apart, and can therefore, 
give rise to a reliable pose. 
4  Handling handwriting variations 
To apply location hashing for handwriting patterns, we 
have to implicitly assume that the different instances of a 
word are affine transformations of  the query word.  Such a 
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spotting in the work of Manmatha [8].  However, the affine 
model is only an approximation in handling the changes in 
handwriting even for a single writer.  The same handwrit- 
ten word may be written by  the same writer in different 
forms, as one continuous word in one place, or broken into 
two or more continuous word pieces as shown in the sam- 
ple document of  Figure la where the word  “database” is 
written in different ways in the places it occurs. 
To handle variations in the different occurrences of  a 
query handwritten pattern made by  a single author, as 
well  as to make hashing more robust to noise, we  assem- 
ble boundary curves of  word segments into curve groups 
using constraints on inter-letter spacing within handwrit- 
ten words.  During indexing, these expected inter-letter 
spacings are used to revise the affine coordinates of  query 
features before hashing. 
Specifically, we  define curve groups as groups of  curves 
separated by intra-word separation. The intra-word sepa- 
ration statistics are specific to authors and can be derived 
from sample handwritten pages written by  the author, as 
described below. 
4.1  Estimation of Intra-word separation 
The estimation of  intra-word separation assumes that 
the word segments constituting a line of  text can be iso- 
lated.  Unlike in printed text, deducing lines of  text in 
handwritten  document  is  difficult  as handwritten  text 
words are often not written on a straight line.  Further, 
consecutive lines of text may not be parallel as in printed 
text.  Finally,  an author may vary  the inter-word and 
intra-word spacing while writing so that different instances 
of  the same word may appear different. This further com- 
plicates the task of  determining which word segments be- 
long to a group. 
4.1.1 
Our method of  detecting lines of  text is independent of 
page orientation, and does not assume that the individ- 
ual lines of  handwritten text are parallel. Further, it does 
not require that all word regions be aligned with the text 
line orientation. It first pre-processes  the bitmap image of 
the handwritten document to extract connected compo- 
nents of  dark regions constituting word segments, as well 
as curves formed from the boundaries of  such connected 
regions.  This preprocessing stage also records the cen- 
troids of  the regions. The orientation of  the word segment 
regions is determined as the direction of  the moment-of- 
inertia axis of the region [3). A histogram of  orientations 
is generated and its peaks automatically selected to rep- 
resent  major word orientations in  the image.  For  each 
of  the dominant orientations selected, a line of  the spec- 
ified orientation is drawn through the centroids of  each 
of  the regions.  A clustering of  these lines is done using 
the Hough transform to determine groups of  such lines. 
The highest valued entries in this table are taken to cor- 
respond to candidate lines  of  text.  The regions whose 
centroids contribute to the peak table entries are noted. 
These word  segment regions thus are taken to form the 
lines of  text in the handwritten document image. 
Figure 3 shows the orientation histogram of  the con- 
nected regions depicted in the image of  Figure 2a.  As can 
be seen,  the peaks indicate the dominant orientation  of 
text lines in the image.  Using the Hough transform along 
Determining lines of handwritten text 
Image  I lmage  I Hasis  I  Hash table size  I  -  - 
curves I corners I points  I  Location  I  tieometric 
294  I297  I 230  I  1200  I  7.471~10~ 
115 
96 
858 
179 
73 
150 
1014 
1101 
828 
2084 
1849 
2466 
867 
981 
566 
3494 
3410 
4450 
4598 
5456 
3660 
68968 
131992 
128764 
Table 1: Illustration of  size reduction of  image hash table. 
these orientations,  text word  segments grouped along a 
line of  text are indicated in Figure 2b, where words be- 
longing to a line of  text and rendered using identical thick- 
ness.  The different lines of  text are indicated by  differing 
line thickness.  As can be seen, the actual lines of  text 
have been under-segmented.  This is not critical for our 
purposes, however, as we  use the line of  text information 
mainly to estimate intra-word separation. 
4.2  Determining curve groups 
Once the lines of  text are determined, the boundaries 
of  the word segment regions lying on the line are used to 
determine two extremal points per region.  That is, all the 
boundary points of  a region are projected onto the line, 
and the beginning and end points noted.  All  such pro- 
jections are now  sorted in an increasing order along the 
line, using a conventional  sorting algorithm. Distances be- 
tween the end point of  a region and the beginning point of 
another are noted to represent separations between word 
segments.  These distances are recorded for all lines of 
text.  A  histogram of  such distances is generated.  For 
most handwritten documents such a histogram shows at 
least one distinct peak. The peak at the lowest separation 
distance is noted as intra-word separation S. 
Using  the  intra-word  separation,  curve  groups  are 
formed by  grouping word  segment regions that are sep- 
arated along the line  of  text  orientation by  a  distance 
within a certain threshold of  the intra-word separation 
determined above.  The grouping is done using a fast al- 
gorithm that assembles  such sets using the union-find data 
structure(21. 
Figure  2c  shows  the word  segments contributing to 
the intra-word separation highlighted by  their bounding 
boxes.  These word  segments are used in forming curve 
groups. 
5  Location hashing using curve groups 
Using the curve groups, information about the word 
shapes is recorded in the image hash table by recording the 
affine coordinates of  all corner features in a curve group 
with respect to consecutive triples of  corner features along 
a single curve in the curve group. That is, the basis points 
are taken from a single curve, but the affine coordinates 
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This ensures that additional affine coordinates are present 
to grow evidence for the matching word in the presence of 
noise, occlusions and handwriting variations.  At the same 
time, the number of basis points remain small, being taken 
for points within a curve. 
The image hash table is  constructed using a suitable 
quantization of  the affine coordinates, and recording the 
basis points that give rise to the respective affine coordi- 
nates.  This process is repeated for all documents in the 
database to represent their combined information in a sin- 
gle hash table. 
To retrieve document images containing a  uery word, 
affine coordinates of  feature  points  (cornera  of  query 
curves’  are computed with respect  to consecutive basis 
triples on the curve, Since a single query word could ap- 
pear as a group of word segments (curve group) in an im- 
age.  The affine coordinates are modified to allow the local- 
ization under these conditions.  If  we  let intra-word sepa- 
ration 6 = (tl,tz),  then for each basis triple < O,P1,  P2  >, 
and a given feature point P,  the affine coordinates (a,  p) 
are updated as (a;,  &)  where 
Query 
corners 
132 
Here 0 = (o=,oy), PI  e=  (piz,piy), P2  = (~zZ~p2y)  LnJ 
0 5 k  5 L, where L is  a number representative of  the 
typical number of  curves in a curve group. 
A histogram of the number of hits in indexing using the 
above affine coordinates (per feature point) is  obtained. 
The basis points corresponding to the peaks in the his- 
togram are taken as the candidate locations for the query. 
These candidate locations are verified for match with the 
query word,  by  recovering  the pose parameters from the 
correspondence of the query and the image basis points at 
these locations, The ratio of  matched projected points to 
the total number of points on all curves in the query word 
constitutes a verification score. The verification is said to 
succeed if  this score is above a suitably chosen threshold. 
6  Results 
We now present some results of indexing for patterns 
in handwritten documents.  Although the query localiza- 
tion is illustrated on a single document in the database, 
it is clear that the method can isolate candidate regions 
across all the images of  the database.  Figure 5 shows a 
sample handwritten document.  The corner features per 
curve used for hash table construction are shown  as cir- 
cles in this figure. There are 179 curves and 2084 corners 
in all the curves combined.  These give rise to 3494 basis 
points for the hash table. Figure 6 shows a query pattern 
consisting of a single curve.  Figure 7 and Figure 8a shows 
the histogram of  hits and the results of  hashing respec- 
tively.  The hashed image basis points corresponding to 
the three most significant peaks of  the histogram shown 
are matched to their respective query basis triples to com- 
pute candidate poses.  The query curve is then projected 
into the image using the pose parameters and shown over- 
layed on the original image in this figure. As can be seen, 
the top two matches localize the query pattern correctly 
W  ord  Significant  Occurences 
ocurrences  hits  in top 10 hits 
8  6 ‘l  4 
__~  ~  ~ 
]Curve groups could be used when no dominant curve exists. 
IIi’  I !6  if  1  1 
Table 2: Illustration of precision  and recall using geomet- 
ric hashing. 
18  25 
35  13  48 
16  32  67  8 
at the two places it occurs.  The third match is however, 
a false positive which can be removed  during pose verifi- 
cation. The false positive occurs in this case because of  a 
merging of  the foreground text patterns with the lines of 
the tabular background in the image. 
Figure 1  shows another illustration of query localization 
by hashing, this time using curve groups. Figure la  shows 
a sample document in which  a word  “database” occurs 
twice.  The query pattern used for indexing is shown in 
Figure lb. Once again the top three matches are shown 
overlayed  (after pose solution) on the original image to 
indicate query localization. Notice that using the revised 
indexing scheme, the word has been localized  even when 
its constituent letters are written with different spacings 
in the two instances in which it occurs in the image. The 
false positive match shown here persisted even after pose 
verification, because of  the similarity with the underlying 
word based on corner features. 
6.1  Sensitivity to noise and occlusions 
Using curves as basic units to derive features can cause 
false positives and negatives during indexing.  False posi- 
tives can arise due to occlusions, when an object’s curve 
merges with the background.  This can cause several false 
hits, partly because the curve ordering is not a factor in 
the hashing of  affine coordinates. False negatives are pos- 
sible, particularly when a query curve appears as several 
fragmented curves in an image. Features from the individ- 
ual fragments may not show strong evidence of  the match 
as peaks in the histogram.  Using the curve groups, how- 
ever, helps alleviate some of  these problems. 
6.1.1 
We  now compare the size reduction that is possible with 
location hashing in comparison with traditional geomet- 
ric hashing. Table 1  shows the results of  this comparison 
for a few images. The complexity of  the images examined 
can be inferred from the number of  curves and corner fea- 
tures in the images listed Columns 1 and 2 respectively. 
The number of  basis points is linear in the number of  fea- 
tures as can be seen from Column 3 of  this table. Finally, 
Columns 4  and 5 compare the size of  the hash table us- 
ing location hashing and traditional geometric hashing, 
respectively. As can be seen, location hashing results in a 
much smaller storage space for image hash table. 
Storage reduction for image hash table 
6.1.2  Precision and recall 
To  evaluate the effectiveness of location hashing with re- 
spect to precision  and recall, we  tested on a database of 
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ment regions per image.  This gave about 150 word seg- 
ments per image or a total of  60,000 word segments.  Of 
these, on the average 55.8 of  them were examined using 
location  hashing.  We  also noted  the number  of  actual 
query word occurrences in the images and compared with 
the ones retrieved in the top 10 hits.  The resulting infor- 
mation is summarized for a few of  the queries in Table 2. 
The query word corners listed in Column 2 is primarily to 
indicate the complexity of  the different word queries. The 
actual number of  query occurrences is noted in Column 
3.  The number of  hits examined before all such occur- 
rences were found is listed in Column 4.  As can be seen, 
all the occurrences can be retrieved using location hashing 
by  exploring only a few images and regions within image 
(compare the entries in this table with  the 60,000 word 
segments that can be possible matches).  To see the pre- 
cision of recall, we  noted the number of  such occurrences 
that were  in  the top 10 hits as recorded in  Column  5. 
As can be seen, quite a few of the query word occurrences 
have been retrieved in the top 10 hits, indicating precision 
of  recall using location hashing. 
7  Conclusions 
In conclusion, this paper presents a novel way of  index- 
ing handwritten documents using an efficient data struc- 
ture called the location hash  table.  Currently,  the re- 
trieval can take into account the changed appearance of 
words written by a single author.  The method described 
here for document indexing, can also be used for creating 
indices to handwritten documents. 
(11  D.T.  Clemens  and D.W.  Jacobs. 
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